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Tenascin C (TNC)

Tenascin C (TNC) – A marker
for collagenous colitis
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Tenascin C is an extracellular matrix glyco-protein
associated with cell motility, proliferation and differentiation. It is widely expressed during embryogenesis but exhibits a very restricted pattern in
adults. It is expressed in the lamina propria and in
the basement membrane towards the mucosal surface of normal colon mucosa.

TNC has been shown to be upregulated under pathological conditions caused by inflammation and
tumorigenesis. TNC can be detected in the stroma
and the basement membrane of colorectal carcinomas [1,2]. In addition tumors of lung, prostate,
breast, ovar, and glioma show increased TNC expression [3].

Tenascin C in collagenous colitis
Collagenous colitis is found in patients with longterm watery diarrhoea and normal or near-normal
endoscopic findings. Its diagnostic feature is the
presence of thick subepithelial bands of collagen
deposits and an inflammatory infiltrate within the
mucosa. The diagnosis of collagenous colitis can
be challenging due to the discontinuous nature
of the disease. The collagenous band-like deposit
shows variations in thickness at different levels
of the colon. The immunohistochemical detection

of increased amounts of Tenascin C, selectively in
the subepithelial zone, is a specific test for collagenous colitis, with a sensitivity superior to conventional histological and histochemical detection
(hematoxylin and eosin, van Gieson’s stain) [4].
In addition, Tenascin C immunohistochemistry
allows for the diagnosis of collagenous colitis in
biopsies obtained from rectum and sigmoid colon,
thus avoiding the need for colonoscopic investigations[5].
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